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One St Benedicts parking permit for your parking space is provided with this notice. This permit applies only 
to the parking space allocated to your property so the resident and any guest or contractor working in the 
property must use this space and display the permit (spare permits are no longer provided). Light green 
permits are valid and should be used immediately . To save cost, permits are valid for two years to 
28 February 2023. Old permits are no longer valid once replaced  and can be thrown away. 

There is an administration charge of £10 to replace  each lost permit , so you must look after the permit 
and pass it on if leaving. Landlords and their letting agents must ensure they are passed to new tenants. 

Parking on the Estate is controlled at the request of the majority of owners to prevent people in surrounding 
streets, other residents and visitors using their allocated spaces. Owners and residents are strongly 
advised to ensure that you are fully familiar with the rules of the scheme set out below, otherwise 
you may receive a parking charge . 

If any property owner does not wish parking in their space to be controlled, they are free to opt out at any 
time by notifying Rendall and Rittner in writing or, preferably, by email. This takes up to two weeks to 
process and you will be notified of the date when parking control will cease in your space. The parking 
permit for that space must be returned (or the administration fee paid). The rules still apply elsewhere on 
the Estate and vehicles infringing these will still be liable to a charge, for example, if they park in the wrong 
space or obstruct adjacent spaces. If you opt out, you will have to deal with anyone parking in your space 
without permission, neither St Benedicts, Rendall and Rittner nor Ace Security Services will be able to help. 

There are regular patrols at random intervals. Clamping on private property is not permitted by law, so 
enforcement is by parking charge notices. These can be pursued through the courts as civil debts, for 
which additional charges and court fees may be payable. Neither St Benedicts nor Rendall and Rittner 
receives any part of these charges and fees nor have jurisdiction over the charge notices, so cannot 
intervene on your behalf or on behalf of anyone who is charged in accordance with the scheme rules below. 

Any appeal must be made directly to Ace Security Services and can only be allowed if the photographic 
evidence that Ace supplies shows that it was mistaken in issuing the notice. Parking charges cannot be 
cancelled for an oversight or mistake by the parkin g space owner or vehicle or driver  who normally 
comply with the scheme, as records are only kept of infringements. Charges and contact details for Ace are 
on notices prominently displayed throughout the Estate warning that parking control applies. You may also 
contact Ace to report incorrectly parked vehicles, but there is no obligation for them to make special visits. 

Rules for parking on the Estate  are set to comply with the provisions on parking and nuisance in the legal 
agreements for the properties. Vehicles parked in a way that contravenes any of these rules are liable to a 
parking charge: 

1. Only cars, motorcycles, bicycles and small vans may be parked wholly within designated parking 
spaces with sufficient room to open doors in that and adjacent spaces. Larger vans, lorries, boats, 
caravans and motor-homes are not allowed. These restrictions still apply in spaces where owners have 
opted out of parking controls. 

2. Vehicles except bicycles must display a valid permit bearing the same number as the controlled parking 
space occupied so that it is clearly and wholly visible just inside their windscreen or, for motorcycles 
only, clearly and wholly visible elsewhere. Bicycles do not need to display a permit. A permit is not 
required to park in spaces where owners have opted out of parking controls. 

3. Delivery vehicles without permits are allowed to load and unload for up to 10 minutes and removal vans 
for longer, provided that the work can be seen to be underway, but must then leave the Estate. 

4. St Benedicts contractor vehicles displaying special contractor permits or on the approved contractor list 
may park in any space and on communal Estate areas and roadways. They may overhang adjacent 
spaces and communal Estate areas, but may not normally obstruct other parking spaces. This does not 
apply to contractor vehicles for residents. When St Benedicts contractor vehicles are using parking 
spaces, vehicles displaying valid permits unable to park in their own spaces may park in nearby spaces. 

5. Vehicles without a contractor permit may not be parked on nor overhang any communal Estate areas 
nor may they obstruct use of other spaces or other Estate facilities, irrespective of where they are 
parked. This includes vehicles parked in spaces where owners have opted out of parking controls. 

6. Fraudulent and cancelled permits are not valid and confer no right to park where controls apply. 


